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TReMs: tree singular features hosting a wide range of life 
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forms
(T d fi iti )
Singular morphological features borne by a tree, dead or living, and strongly 
dependant on it






All the tree parts can bear a TReM
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3‐ Landscape Ecology concepts2‐ « Ephemeral Resource Patches » 
C l i d l iC i l di t d h l
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matrix
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TReM and its TReM‐bearing tree show a nested pattern












TReMs as «ephemeral resource patches » ? (Finn 2001)












































(e g Kitching 1971; Vaillant 1978; Sota 1998). .     
Sporophores of saproxylic fungi
(e.g. Bader et al. 1995)       
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In 2008, TReMs were identified as a relevant tool for 
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Mi d t i f t Hill b h k f txe  moun a n  ores y eec ‐oa ores
•Roughly 35% of French forest dedicated to timber production
16
               
•Huge economic value
TReMs have been sampled using two procedures
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1‐TReMs / tree level‐management 2‐TReM / stand level‐biodiversity
“exhaustive” recording
f TR M ll th t f th l t
rapid habitat assessment protocols
t d il bl t i d to   e s on a   e  rees o   e p o cen ere  on ava a e  axonom c  a a
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Only the trunk TReMs have been sampled
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• time saving 
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potential taxa “bio‐indicators”
Available data
 d di d l
•Corticolous bryophytes

















An “elementary” TReM is sometimes difficult to define
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Outside: a “simple” woodpecker hole…
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…inside: a set of habitats
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Carie rougeBouchon dur
       
B own rotToug  plug
Procraerus tibialis Ampedus cardinalis
Rhyncolus ater / Phloeophagus lignarius Pentaphyllus testaceus / Tenebrio opacus
Terreautrès évoluéTerreaupeu évolué
I h d i i lli
Evolved m uldYoung mo ld
El t f i sc no es sangu n co sa er errug neus
Osmoderma eremita / Gnorimus variabilis Ctenophora ornata / Pseudocistela ceramboides
From Stokland et al 2012 and Brustel pers com
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TReMs contributed significantly to biodiversity at stand level
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(Larrieu et al. in prep.)
A bl iti fD it f TR M b i t ssem age compos on o :
•Saproxylic beetles
•Ground beetles





Species richness of polypores     
102 forests, harvested or not, France/ / 25
For saproxylic beetles, TReM contribution depends on 
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forest type and taxon status (Bouget et al. BC 2013)
Contribution of TReM bearing tree density to    ‐        
species richness
Rare speciesCommon species
Oak forest 5th rank ns
Beech forest 1st rankns
267 forests, harvested or not, France
Positive relationships between TReM density and species
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Relationship between TReM density and diversity of
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saproxylic beetles depended on stand openness (Bouget et al. EI 
2014)

































































A thresholded relationship between tree girth and
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Statistical thresholds matched with management girth
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TReM distribution patterns were quite different in harvested
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The decrease of density of TReM‐bearing trees in
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harvested stands resulted mainly from selection during 
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•Almost accomplished and stable definition and typology shared by the European TReM            ,         
team  towards standardized protocols






From results to practical recommendations
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From results to tools



















in unharvested forests    
•study of species dispersion capacity
•matrix permeability








Effects of TReM density vs effects of TReM spatial distribution?
Better conservation of associated biodiversity
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This work required a lot of funding organizations and 
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scientific collaborations
































TReMs support a wide range of biological functions which
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determine species dependence
Nutrition/hydration Foraging place































  e v a   unc ons    
Large set‐aside patches are necessary to conserve the 
largest TReM diversity   (Larrieu et al. 2014)
ø
ø
10 unharvested beech‐fir forests, Pyrénées
TReMs are naturally abundant and diversified throughout all 
silvigenetic cycle
Conservation
   (Larrieu et al. FEM 2014)
CulminationRegeneration
Establishing (E) Growing (G)
5 phases
300‐400 y.
Regeneration (R) Culmination (C)
Disintegration (D)
32 forêts inexploitées, France, Suisse, Allemagne
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Silvigenetic phase vs eco‐unit vs forest stand
eco unit‐matrix
Growing FDP
Disintegration FDP
Regeneration FDP
 
Young 
forest stand
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